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The winter urban heat island (UHI) has been suggested to reduce snowfall
downwind of city centers due to localized energy and moisture flux variations, but
previous research lacks spatial detail since it is primarily based on sparse surface
observations. This project utilizes high-resolution radar data for twelve snow-only
events, occurring from 1995-2008 and passing over the Minneapolis – St. Paul (MSP)
urban area, to quantify the change in radar reflectivity values downwind of the city.
Results show that five of the twelve snowfall events evaluated for the MSP urban area
did not significantly decrease in summed decibel (dBZ) values downwind of the city
center, and four of these events occurred on a day with a zero to positive urban-rural
temperature gradient. Analysis of related atmospheric variables on these days suggest that
atmospheric instability and convergence may play a critical role in urban snowfall
modification.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The urban heat island (UHI) effect occurs when cities remain warmer than
surrounding rural areas, due to reduced cooling during late afternoon and evening (Oke
1987). This UHI thermal gradient, and other urban characteristics, such as wind
convergence and enhanced aerosols for cloud condensation nuclei, can enhance liquid
precipitation downwind of cities (Shepherd 2005), where rainfall can be more than 30%
heavier than upwind of a city (Mote et al. 2007). But research on the UHI mechanisms
influencing urban snowfall is sparse and lacking in detail. Early research on UHI
snowfall modification suggests that reduced snowfall downwind of major U.S. cities such
as Washington, D.C. (Woollum and Canfield 1968), Chicago (Landsberg 1981), and New
York City (Grillo and Spar 1971; Jones and Jiusto 1980) occurs due to higher urban
temperatures; but these studies do not consider the warming influence of large water
bodies impacting their studies and use only observations taken at the surface. More recent
studies of snowfall enhancement downwind of urban areas have been generally focused
on aerosol effects (Van den Burg 2008, Wood and Harrison 2009). Further work on the
mechanisms and magnitude of urban effects on snowfall is critical to improve our
understanding of urban climatology and to mitigate potential weather hazards.

1

A better understanding of urban snowfall climatology, especially in a region
prone to regular snowfall events such as Minneapolis St. Paul, will help to mitigate
winter weather hazards in this highly-populated metropolis. Winter road maintenance
accounts for roughly 20 percent of state DOT maintenance budgets, and each year, state
and local agencies spend more than $2.3 billion on snow and ice control operations (U.S.
Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration website, accessed
3/8/2010). An understanding of the physical mechanisms that may influence the spatial
distribution of heaviest snowfall throughout an urban region will aid to better prevent
transportation hazards as well as reduce snowfall mitigation expenditures.
Urban snowfall has also been shown to enhance health problems and increase
mortality rates. Baker-Blocker (1982) found that snow events in Minneapolis-St. Paul
impacted mortality rates on the day of occurrence as well as up to two days following the
snowfall, and that snowfall is also somewhat more important in triggering deaths from
heart disease than is air temperature. Thus, further research on urban snowfall
climatology is needed to more accurately diagnose urban regions susceptible to such
winter health risks.
Doppler radar can aid in addressing the questions of both the mechanisms and
magnitude of the urban effect on snowfall. RADAR, an acronym for Radio Detection
And Ranging and a term that will consequently be referred to in the lowercased “radar”
format, is a meteorological tool used to quantify the presence of precipitation in the
atmosphere by sending out and receiving decibels (dBZs) of radiation reflected back by
precipitation droplets in the radar area (Rinehart 1997). By revealing changes in

2

Figure 1.1

The Minnesota region with the study urban area of Minneapolis-St. Paul
outlined.

reflectivity, and thus intensity, of snowfall particles above the surface, radar reflectivity
data for urban snowfall events can be used to supplement surface snowfall measurements
in order to more accurately determine the impact, if any, of UHI mechanisms on urban
winter precipitation.
The metropolitan area selected for this study is Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN (Fig.
1.1). Having an area of approximately 7700 km2 , the Minneapolis–St. Paul metropolitan
3

area is the fifteenth largest metropolitan statistical area (MSA) in the U.S. (Yuan et al
2005). For this study, the city boundary was defined using Minneapolis-St. Paul’s MSA
as determined by the U.S. census (Tiger 2000; Fig. 1.2).

Figure 1.2

A close-up of the outlined Minneapolis-St. Paul urban area used in this
study.

Minneapolis-St. Paul was selected for this study for several reasons including the
fact that this region is a large, rapidly-growing urban area and has been used in several
other urban heat island studies (Winkler et al. 1981; Todhunter 1996). The Environmental
Protection Agency (2003) reported that from 1974 to 2000, the population of the
4

Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area had increased by 38% while the urban land area
increased by 59% (Yuan et al 2005), indicating rapid urbanization in this area. Yuan et al.
(2005) found that between 1986 and 2002, the amount of urban or developed land in the
Minneapolis-St. Paul region increased from 23.7% to 32.8% of the total area, while rural
cover types of agriculture, forest, and wetland decreased from 69.6% to 60.5%. This
continual, rapid urbanization further fuels the Minneapolis-St. Paul urban heat island,
making the city a candidate for this study.
As mentioned previously, the Twin Cities of Minneapolis-St. Paul have also been
the focus of other urban heat island studies (Winkler et al. 1981; Todhunter 1996). When
choosing an urban location by which to evaluate the urban heat island’s effect on
precipitation, Oke (1987) suggests eliminating extraneous effects due to topography,
water bodies, and the downwind effects of the urban area itself. Minneapolis-St. Paul,
MN is not in close proximity to a large body of water or topography that would influence
precipitation and make it difficult to assess only the meteorological effects of the urban
environment, a fact noted by Todhunter (1996) in his study of the Minneapolis-St. Paul
UHI. Todhunter (1996) selected Minneapolis-St. Paul because of its modest local relief
(<90 m) and absence of local-scale climate influences due to mountains, oceans, or large
lakes. Todhunter (1996) also selected Minneapolis-St. Paul due to the fact that the
Mississippi River has only a localized impact on the microclimate, and no influence on
the regional climate being studied.

5

Objectives and Hypothesis
The primary objective of this study is:
x

To use radar in determining the relationship, if any, between the winter
urban heat island of Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN and dBZ values
downwind of the urban area for snowfall events.

The following hypothesis will be tested in this study:
x

The downwind region of Minneapolis- St. Paul always exhibits a
decrease in dBZ values compared to the upwind region of the urban
area for snowfall events.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND

Urban Heat Island
Anthropogenic warming of densely-populated cities was first recognized nearly
two centuries ago by Howard (1833) in a study of urbanized London, England. An
increase in urban temperature has been documented in many large cities both in the U.S.
and other countries (Oke 1987), and both Landsberg (1981) and Oke (1987) have
described the details of these changing urban climates. The UHI occurs when an
urbanized area generates higher temperatures than surrounding rural areas (Oke 1987;
Bornstein 1968). The main cause for these increased temperatures is the reduced cooling
during late afternoon and evening hours under relatively constant weather conditions
(Oke 1987). The reduced sky view factor is another main reason for this reduced
cooling. Compared to typical open, horizontal surfaces found in most rural areas, urban
buildings have much less of their surface area exposed to open air and have more area
facing other warm building surfaces. Thus, radiative loss of heat is reduced, and this
reduction results in higher nocturnal minimum temperatures when compared with rural
areas (Dixon and Mote 2003).
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UHI Rainfall Modification
Studies have attributed both the initiation and enhancement of rainfall to the UHI
(see Shepherd 2005 and references therein). Factors such as wind speed and direction,
humidity, and synoptic conditions all play a role in determining how the UHI will modify
precipitation in an urban region. Shepherd (2005) reviewed the mechanisms for urban
environments to impact precipitation or convection, including enhanced convergence due
to increased surface roughness in the urban environment, destabilization due to UHIthermal perturbation of the boundary layer and resulting downstream translation of the
UHI circulation or UHI-generated convective clouds, bifurcating or diverting of
precipitating systems by the urban canopy or related processes, and the ability to serve as
moisture sources needed for convective development. The studies used a series of data
including ground-based observations, satellite analysis, surface and upper-level
meteorological charts, radiosonde observations, and radar reflectivity. The UHI
modification of rain events has been shown to both enhance (Huff and Changnon 1972;
Huff and Changnon 1973) and induce (Bornstein and Lin 2000; Dixon and Mote 2003;
Diem and Mote 2005) precipitation downstream of the UHI.
Doppler radar has also been recently implemented in UHI precipitation
modification studies. Mote et al. (2007) used radar to estimate precipitation
accumulations for the Atlanta urban region and found enhancement of precipitation
amount, rate, and frequency downwind of the city center. In another UHI precipitation
modification study for the Atlanta region, Bentley et al (2009) analyzed raw radar
reflectivity data on a series of temporally-averaged grids and found the highest dBZs to
occur directly over the city center.
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UHI Snowfall Modification
Research on snowfall modification as a function of the UHI is neither recent, nor
robust; and the sparse research data available are complicated by the uncertain role of
urban-produced aerosols, which conflicting research has shown to both enhance
(Landsberg 1981; Molders and Olsen 2004) and suppress (Borys et al. 2000; Borys et al.
2003; Rosenfeld 1999; Rosenfeld 2000) snowfall downwind of urban centers (Shepherd
2005). Determining the more detailed role of aerosols will thus be excluded in the
proposed study, and the main focus will instead be simply determining whether snowfall
is enhanced, decreased, or remains unchanged downwind of the city due to the UHI
effect.
The majority of studies have been used to demonstrate that the UHI effect
decreases the amount of snowfall downwind of urban areas. In summarizing UHI effects
on freezing rain events, Changnon (2003) compared the reduction of surface freezing rain
events with other studies indicating reduced urban snowfall. In particular, Changnon
(2003) cited Kidder and Wu (1987) as finding in-city decreases of 15%–25% in assessed
snow cases for St. Louis as a result of the heat island. Kidder and Wu (1987) used two
passes of the NOAA-7 AVHRR satellite over St. Louis when snow was on the ground to
compare the difference in urban and rural albedo—finding a 15–25% change in albedo
rather than in measured snowfall amounts using surface observations or radar.
Studies measuring the actual change in snowfall amount due to the UHI have used
surface observations of total accumulated snowfall amounts rather than radar
measurements of snowfall. Although Grillo and Spar (1971), in compiling a climatology
of snowfall for the New York Metropolitan area, found a decrease in snowfall over the
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Lower Manhattan-North Queens-Bronx “heat island,” hourly measurements of wind,
pressure, and humidity for the surface snowfall measurements were omitted and the
authors thus warned that the results were based on relatively small samples of
inhomogeneous data and, therefore, open to question (Grillo and Spar 1971). Huff and
Changnon (1986) also used surface snowfall measurements and found a decrease in snow
amount downwind of the St. Louis UHI; but the study warned that the four-winter sample
used is not adequate to evaluate urban effects on snowfall with a high degree of
reliability.
Changnon (2003) cites Landsberg (1981) as having found that the Chicago heat
island led to a 23% decrease in snowfall, but further evaluation of the Landsberg study
reveals that this citation is based on one sentence, which states that Chicago’s suburban
Midway Airport has an average of 84 cm annual snowfall while the downtown Loop area
receives only 65 cm, a 23% reduction (Landsberg 1981). No further details regarding this
Chicago study are revealed in the primary resource. The Loop area is also 7 miles closer
to Lake Michigan than the Midway Airport; thus the warming influence of Lake
Michigan impacts the Loop area greater than the Midway Airport region, possibly the
cause for the decrease in snow amounts in the Loop region.
Finally, Changnon (2003) cites Woollum and Canfield (1968) to have found a
20% decrease in snowfall in the Washington, D.C. region; but in the Woollum and
Canfield study, the authors comment that fewer than ten stations provided continuous
measurements for the 20 years of record they considered (Woollum and Canfield 1968).
When discussing the snowfall distribution across Washington, D.C., Woollum and
Canfield (1968) also stated that both elevation and the UHI effect were factors in the
10

pattern of long-term snowfall totals (Woollum and Canfield 1968), further complicating
the evaluation of the UHI, alone. Woollum and Canfield (1968) also used only surface
observations. When attempting to determine the snowiest month in this study, the
authors warned that the simple procedure of reading snow depth from a foot-rule or
yardstick stuck in the snow is often complicated by the drifting of snow that falls in major
storms and that natural variability and measurement difficulties cause considerable data
variability and make the selection of a single snowiest month quite arbitrary (Woollum
and Canfield 1968). Woollum and Canfield (1968) thus shows the complications of
determining the impact of the UHI on snowfall amounts by using surface observations
alone.

UHI Environment vs. Lake-enhanced Snow Environment
Three major similarities exist between lake-enhanced snow environments and the
winter UHI: instability due to vertical temperature gradient, moisture input, and
convergence. Thus, in this study, the idea that the UHI environment may act as a lakeenhanced snowfall environment, and possibly enhance urban snowfall downwind of the
city center, is presented.
Urban maximum temperatures have been shown to exceed rural temperatures in
all seasons, including winter (Gallo and Owen 1999; Seeley and Jensen 2007). The
distribution of the urban temperature maximum through the vertical profile of the
atmosphere over the UHI is comparable to that over an unfrozen lake. When determining
the likelihood of a lake-effect snow event to occur, the stability over a lake surface is
calculated through measuring the difference in vertical temperature between the lake
11

surface and 850 mb, and the threshold for lake-effect events is a difference of 13 °C
(Holroyd 1971; Niziol 1987). Unlike temperature requirements to produce lake-effect
snow events, the minimum vertical temperature difference between the lake surface and
850 mb necessary to produce lake-enhanced snow events can be less than 13 °C (Evans
and Murphy 2008). A vertical temperature difference of 8 °C to 13 °C from the lake
surface to 850 mb is required to produce lake-enhanced snowfall (Evans 1997). On
average, the 850-mb level can be found at around 1.5 km above the mean sea level
surface (Vasquez 2002), and fluctuates near the border between the planetary boundary
layer and the free atmosphere. Oke (1987) states that, during the day, the influence of a
large city may extend up to 0.6 – 1.5 km above the surface, which is virtually throughout
the entire planetary boundary layer.
During both the day and night, the mixing of the urban layer tends to destroy
strong temperature gradients (Oke 1987) and the warmer urban temperature often extends
to the 850-mb level. This well-mixed, warm layer could possibly set up the same mixed,
warm environment found in lake-enhanced snowfall events (Tardy 2000). Thus, the
environment from the lake surface to about 825–850 mb is a well-mixed layer (Byrd et al
1991; Schroeder 2002), possibly similar to the urban mixed layer.
Oke (1987) suggests that the city can be more humid during winter days. The
rural source of water vapor (i.e., evapotranspiration) during the winter is virtually
eliminated because the ground may be covered with snow or frozen, and vegetation is
dormant; but in the city, the anthropogenic releases from combustion provide a
significant vapor input (Oke 1987). The UHI during winter thus provides moisture to
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snow events passing over the UHI, in a process similar to that which fuels lake-enhanced
snow events, as moisture is made available over the lake (Tardy 2000).
Finally, Oke (1987) explains that normal daytime convection is augmented by
both mechanical and thermal convection from the rougher, warmer city. Buildings are the
main roughness elements of a city, and create increased drag and turbulence as air masses
move across the city (Oke 1987). Increased drag and turbulence result in a deeper zone of
frictional influence within which wind speeds are reduced in comparison with those at the
same height in rural areas, and the local inhibition of the air flow causes it to ‘pile-up’
(i.e., converge) over the city, relieved by uplift (Oke 1987). At night, the bulk of the
planetary boundary layer is stable and this suppresses vertical transfer, but the
combination of urban warmth at the surface and increased forced convection is capable of
eroding the stability of rural air as it advects over the city (Oke 1987).
The low-level convergence created by the UHI is comparable to the convergence
found in lake-enhanced snow events. In two of the three lake-enhanced snow events
studied by Tardy (2000), a low-level convergence zone was present, either frictional
convergence due to water-land interactions, focused convergence due to a land breeze
boundary, or convergence due to a surface trough. Convergence-enhanced convection led
to enhanced snowfall downwind of the lake (Tardy 2000), in much the same way that
urban cities enhance rainfall downwind of the urban center. Urban areas may also
enhance snowfall through convergence in a similar fashion.
The lake-enhanced snow environment is thus comparable to the UHI
environment, and this project will seek to discover if the UHI acts in any capacity as a
warm lake. Lake-enhanced snow events have also been more frequently evaluated using
13

radar reflectivity to determine the amount of snowfall throughout the lower atmosphere
instead of only at the surface, providing a framework for some of the methods proposed
in this study.
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CHAPTER III
DATA AND METHODS

Event Selection
Events were selected from the winter months of November through March for the
years 1995 to 2008. From the Minneapolis-St. Paul Airport Automated Surface
Observing System (ASOS), the daily weather occurrence (DYSW) report was used to
distinguish snow-only days from days with both snow and rain in order to eliminate days
with melting. Snow-only events were selected to reduce error resulting from radar bright
banding, an effect which occurs when the outer coating of snowfall melts, due to falling
through a warmer layer, and reflects a higher dBZ value than the snowfall (Rinehart
1997). A higher dBZ value resulting from bright banding could be interpreted as more
intense snowfall, and thus efforts were made to ensure snow-only events. Eighty-two
events were designated as being snow-only days using DYSW from 1995 to 2008. To
reduce the number of events, one event per year was selected based on threshold snowfall
and precipitation amounts. For years having a complete set of ASOS daily snowfall totals
reported, days with less than two inches of snowfall reported were eliminated. For years
with DYSW-reported snow-only days but missing daily snow total reports due to
measuring problems, the day with the largest daily precipitation total was selected.
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Upper-air soundings from the Chanhassen, MN National Weather Service
rawinsonde site, located roughly 20 miles west-southwest if the city, for each of these
snow-only days were also analyzed to ensure that the vertical temperature profile was
well below the freezing point and, thus, that no melting layers were present to produce
bright banding for these events (Appendix A). Note that for the 1996 event, the 0000
UTC sounding was not available. The event was selected based on the fact that the
maximum surface temperature never reached above freezing and the fact that the two
1200 UTC atmospheric soundings before and after the event had temperature profiles
well below freezing.
The ASOS hourly precipitation data report was then used to determine a period of
three consecutive hours of most intense snowfall for each event, narrowing down the
large number of radar volume scans to be used in the radar analysis. For each of the
three-hour event periods, Level III base radar reflectivity data from the Chanhassen, MN
Next-Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD) radar site (KMPX) were initially examined
to validate the presence of precipitation in the radar area for these hours. Level III data
were also examined to ensure that wind directions for the three event hours were able to
be evaluated (i.e., not at the center of a low pressure circulation) and was generally
unidirectional for the entire area and over the entire period in order to designate a
“downwind” and “upwind” region for each event. Table 3.1 lists the twelve events that
met these criteria and were selected for this study, and includes event hours and
precipitation totals for each event.
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Event
Hours
(CST)

9,10,11
17,18,19
15,16,17

330,430,530

16,17,18

7,8,9
17,18,19
5,6,7
16,17,18
0,1,2
14,15,16
7,8,9

Event Date

12/8/1995
11/23/1996
3/13/1997

1/14/1999

1/12/2000

1/14/2001
3/14/2002
12/9/2003
1/21/2005
3/16/2006
12/4/2007
3/21/2008

13,14,15
23,0,1
11,12,13
22,23,0
6,7,8
20,21,22
13,14,15

22,23,0

930,1030,1130

15,16,17
23, 0, 1
21,22,23

Event Hours
(UTC)

Missing
Missing
Missing
5.5
5.8
3.5
3.9

8.7

4.4

Daily
Snow
Total
(in)
7.1
6.3
Missing

0.34
0.36
0.37
0.68
0.45
0.22
0.36

0.30

0.33

0.44
0.48
0.25

Daily
Precipitation
Total (in)

Heaviest 3-hour
Precipitation Total
for Event Period
(in)
0.16
0.13
0.03
Estimated from
Radar
Estimated from
Radar
0.06
0.12
0.06
0.17
0.08
0.11
0.08

Table 3.1 List of the twelve event dates and hours used in this study along with daily and event precipitation totals.

Surface and Upper-air Temperature and Wind Data
The Minneapolis-St. Paul urban heat island has been documented year round,
even during the winter months. The city has a generally higher winter average
temperature (fewer Heating Degree Days) than surrounding rural areas, and the city’s
heat storage capacity is much more evident in the winter than in other seasons, usually
seen in higher overnight minimum temperatures than those of the surrounding
countryside (Seeley and Jensen 2007). Winkler et al (1981) found a 1.1° C temperature
difference between urban and rural in January for the Minneapolis-St. Paul region. Seeley
and Jensen (2007) also provide evidence of the Minneapolis-St. Paul winter urban heat
island in highlighting the 3.3° Fahrenheit (1.8° C) difference in mean February
temperature between the Minneapolis-St. Paul Airport (MSP), located inside the urban
region, and Buffalo, MN, a rural area located approximately 58 km (36 mi) to the
northwest of MSP.

Table 3.2

The seven rural locations used to calculate a daily maximum and
minimum rural temperature for each event, with distance and direction
from the city center.
Rural Location

Distance (km) and Direction
from City Center

Buffalo, MN

48 NW

Cambridge, MN

56 N

Ellsworth WI

71 ESE

Sand Creek, MN

48 SSW

Hutchinson, MN

87 W

Santiago, MN

69 N

Cannon Falls, MN

68 SE
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Thus, Bufallo, MN along with seven other rural sites all located approximately 30
miles (48 kilometers) or greater from the city center (Todhunter 1996) and representing
all cardinal directions, were used to compile and average daily maximum and minimum
temperatures for each event, and then compared with the MSP maximum and minimum
in order to determine the strength of the UHI for each event. Averaging the maximum
and minimum temperatures from all seven rural sites will mitigate possible factors
influencing temperature such as differing latitudes and observation times. Using multiple
rural sites also provides a more complete temperature dataset, as some sites have missing
temperature data. Table 3.2 lists each rural location and the radial distance and cardinal
direction to the city center for each.
The upper-air soundings from Chanhassen, MN, used to ensure snow-only events,
were also used to determine the vertical temperature gradient for each event.
Soundings were selected based on the relationship between the event hours and the daily
standard sounding times (0000 UTC and 1200 UTC). The difference between the surface
temperature and the 850-mb temperature was calculated, using temperatures from this
dataset at both locations, to determine the vertical instability represented by the Collier
index present during each event.
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Table 3.3

Sounding selection process based on event hours relative to standard
sounding times.

Event

Event Hours
(UTC)

Relationship between
Event Hours
and Standard
Sounding Times

Sounding Used
(UTC)

(0000 and 1200 UTC)

11/23/1996
3/14/2002
12/9/2003
12/4/2007
3/13/1997
1/14/1999
1/12/2000
1/21/2005
1/14/2001
3/21/2008
12/8/1995
3/16/2006

22-1
22-1
10-13
19-22
20-23
8-11
21-0
21-0
13-16
12-15
14-17

Sounding Time
During Event
Hours
Event Hours
Just Prior to
Sounding

Event Hours Just
After Sounding
Event Hours
In-between
Sounding Times

5-8

0
0
12
0
0
12
0
0
12
12
12
0
&
12

11/24/1996
3/15/2002
12/9/2003
12/5/2007
3/13/1997
1/14/1999
1/13/2000
1/22/2005
1/14/2001
3/21/2008
12/8/1995
3/16/2006

Also, all of the event soundings except for the missing 1996 event sounding, were
averaged using vertical pressure bins, in order to compile, over a longer period, an
average vertical profile for the event environment. After determining whether dBZs were
or were not enhanced downwind for each event, the enhanced event soundings were
averaged and the difference between the average sounding of all events and the averaged
sounding for only enhanced events was calculated. Table 3.3 lists each event and event
hours, the relationship between the event hours and the standard sounding times, and the
resulting sounding used to determine the surface to 850-mb temperature difference for
each event as well as the averaged enhanced event sounding.
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Once selected, the sounding raw data and plots were downloaded from the
NOAA/ESRL Radiosonde Database (Appendix A). Table 3.4 compiles the event year
and the available 0000 UTC and 1200 UTC soundings used for each. The 1996 event had
no 0000 UTC sounding available, and thus was not analyzed. Also, the 2006 event fell
between the two standard sounding times, so the 0000 UTC and 1200 UTC soundings
were implemented into each sounding category.

Table 3.4

Compilation of event years and the standard sounding time used for each.
Standard Sounding Used for Event Year
0000 UTC
1200 UTC
1997
1995
2000
1999
2002
2001
2005
2003
2007
2008
2006
2006

Radar Data
NEXRAD Level II reflectivity data from KMPX for the lowest tilt angle (0.5
degrees) were downloaded from the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) for these
Minneapolis-St. Paul events. Level II data are different from the Level III data used to
determine the overall wind direction, in that Level II data have a much higher intensity
resolution than Level III data, Level II data being available in 0.5 dBZ increments while
Level III data are only available in 5dBZ increments (Crum et al 1993; Anderson and
Fleeman 2009). Level III data are also more processed than Level II data, and have more
products associated with each dataset, including base velocity and Velocity Azimuth
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Display (VAD) which measures the vertical wind profile, products not available with the
Level II dataset (Crum et al 1993). Thus, the Level III data were used to determine the
generalized wind direction, while the higher resolution, less manipulated Level II data
were used to quantify dBZ changes downwind.
Each event had approximately 9 to 12 radar volume scans per hour, characteristic
of a WSR-88D radar operating in precipitation mode and the radar mode occuring for all
events evaluated. NOAA’s Weather and Climate Toolkit was used to export each volume
scan into a shapefile format for viewing and editing in an ArcGIS platform.

Data Analyses
In ArcGIS, the radar data were reduced to include only reflectivity values of 5
decibels (dBZ) or greater, the lower limit of reflectivity values reported when the radar is
in precipitation mode (NWS SRH 2010). Each volume scan shapefile displays on a radial
polar grid, with higher resolution in the center of the grid and decreasing resolution closer
to the edges (Fig. 3.1, Fig 3.2). Each grid cell has a unique dBZ value only if there are
decibels measured in the cell; otherwise, the cell is not recorded. Also, each grid cell has
no standardized latitude/longitude, which change through time and create difficulties
when quantifying and statistically evaluating the change in reflectivity over the set
urbanized region. Thus, the original polar grid was overlain by a lower resolution, 4.8
km x 4.8 km, rectangular Hydrologic Rainfall Analysis Project (HRAP) grid with
standardized latitude/longitude values, often used by the National Weather Service to
define radar rainfall cells (NOAA 2002). A 209-km (130-mi) radius circular buffer
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Figure 3.1

An example of original gridded Level II radar data from the KMPX site
with the urban boundary outline.

centered on the radar site and composed of a set 5521 grid cells, was used to focus the
HRAP grid onto the Minneapolis- St. Paul study region (Fig. 3.3). ArcGIS was then used
to spatially join the original polar grid cells with the new standardized HRAP grid cells,
with a set resolution and latitude/longitude, for each volume scan.
ArcGIS has the capability to spatially join two grids using several different
methods, such as using the maximum or minimum value, the sum of the values, or by
taking the average of the values. For an average spatial join, ArcGIS averages all of the
smaller, higher resolution grid cells falling within the larger, lower resolution grid cell
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Figure. 3.2

A close-up of the original polar NEXRAD grid centered on the urban area.
The circular center point is the Chanhassen, ME radar site.

Figure. 3.3

The standardized HRAP grid used in the study with solid darker urban
area outlined beneath.
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and assigns this mean value to the new grid cell. This spatial joining method was used to
join the two radar grids.
A 169-km (105 mi) radius circular buffer was then created around the urban
center, fitted closely to the northeastern-most edge of the 209-km radius radar buffer to
allow for maximum coverage over the northeastern portion of the urban area, and a
bisecting line was drawn through this buffer perpendicular to the primary wind direction
for each three-hour event (Fig 3.4). The HRAP grid and the divided city buffer were then
intersected and summed through all three hours of each event, designating upwind from
downwind regions of the city. The total dBZ values for each city region were summed to
determine the change in snowfall dBZ values downwind of the Minneapolis-St. Paul
urban center.
These sums showed interesting small-scale spatial patterns of higher dBZ values
transecting the city that were overshadowed in the total grid summation. Thus, two oval
buffers, with 64-km and 72-km (40 mi and 45 mi) radii extending from the city center,
were created stretching lengthwise in the predominant wind direction and perpendicular
to the bisecting wind line. These buffers were intersected with the averaged HRAP grid
to produce an upwind/downwind summary region tighter around the city center.
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Figure 3.4

The summed 209-km radius radar buffer and smaller 169-km, 72-km, and
64-km radius city buffers bisected with line perpendicular to 3-hour wind
speed, used to denote upwind and downwind urban areas, for the 2005
event.
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In order to determine whether there is a statistically significant difference between
upwind and downwind summed dBZ totals, two types of means tests were considered
based on distribution assumptions: a paired-sample t-test and a Wilcoxon signed-rank
test, similar to the radar analysis methods of Mote et al (2007). In order to determine
whether to apply a t-test, which assumes a normal distribution, or the Wilcoxon signedrank test, which does not assume a predominate underlying distribution, a Shapiro-Wilk’s
W test was run on the 169-km and 64-km buffers for all events, and only those events
with no significance at (α > 0.05) were considered to have a normal distribution. Thus,
for these events, the t-test was applied, while the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was applied
to all others. A significant difference in upwind and downwind means/medians, if found,
would indicate that upwind dBZ values are statistically different from downwind dBZ
values.
Not only is a change in dBZ values from upwind to downwind of the urban area
possible, but other characteristics of the dBZ distribution, such as range, skewness, and
kurtosis, could also change, revealing underlying changes in the snowfall that summing
dBZ values alone might not reveal. Skewness, as defined by White (1980) is a measure of
the asymmetry of a distribution, with normal distributions having a skewness of zero. If
skewed, a distribution will either have a positive tail to the right of the mean, or a
negative tail to the left of the mean, indicating if the distribution has more values greater
or less than the mean. White (1980) also defines kurtosis as a measure of a dataset’s
departure from the mean. A dataset with less clustering around the mean and shorter tails
exhibits negative kurtosis, and a dataset with higher clustering around the mean and
longer tails exhibits positive kurtosis. Thus, for this study, the mean value, along with
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variance, skewness, and kurtosis were calculated and analyzed for summed dBZs per
each time sweep, after Hayes (2008).
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Twelve urban snowfall events from the years 1995-2008 were identified as being
all-snow events impacting the city of Minneapolis-St. Paul, all having a relatively
unidirectional wind for three hours of heaviest daily precipitation for each event.

Radar Analysis Results
Total dBZ values for downwind and upwind portions of the 169-km radius city
buffer were found by summing through all three hours of each event. Because the
downwind region of the city is hypothesized to possibly enhance dBZ values, the
difference between the downwind and upwind total dBZ sums were calculated (Table
4.1). The upwind total sum was subtracted from the downwind total sum, so that events
with a larger sum downwind have a positive dBZ difference while events with a larger
sum upwind have a negative dBZ difference. Out of the twelve events, only three
events—March 13, 1997; January 21, 2005; and December 4, 2007—were shown to
have more dBZ values downwind than upwind of the urban area, making events with an
increase in total dBZ downwind only 25% of the total events.
All twelve images of the total summed dBZ values for each HRAP grid point over
the course of each three hour event are given in Appendix B.
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Table 4.1

Event
12/8/1995
11/23/1996
3/13/1997
1/14/1999
1/12/2000
1/14/2001
3/14/2002
12/9/2003
1/21/2005
3/16/2006
12/4/2007
3/21/2008

Upwind and downwind summed dBZ totals and differences for the 169km buffer for each event with the difference in dBZ values for the two
events with increased downwind dBZ values bolded.
169-km Upwind
dBZ Totals
835947.76
699251.97
715352.61
640220.50
659394.74
440331.55
1245476.77
934459.05
987130.10
729181.86
803103.83
1235907.50

169-km Downwind
dBZ Totals
731763.58
455444.16
850361.93
574089.17
640985.73
314591.39
953366.72
632182.00
1073381.74
514960.92
1007356.87
489701.56

169-km dBZ Difference
Downwind - Upwind
-104184.18
-243807.81
135009.33
-66131.33
-18409.01
-125740.16
-292110.05
-302277.05
86251.64
-214220.94
204253.07
-746205.94

Summation of both the 64-km and 72-km radius oval buffers for each event showed two
additional events with greater summed dBZ totals downwind than upwind—March 13,
1997 and January 14, 1999—along with the original three enhancement events found
from summing the 169-km radius buffer (Table 4.2). Thus, analysis of the 64-km and 72km oval buffers reveals that 41.7% of the events had more dBZs in the downwind than
the upwind portion of the buffer. Images of each summed 64-km and 72-km radius oval
HRAP grids is paired with its original 169-km radius buffer counterpart in Appendix B.
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227058.71
111488.75
212697.42
206100.94

222782.07

173498.09

179738.05

179716.84

224184.18

Event

12/8/1995

11/23/1996

3/13/1997

1/14/1999

1/12/2000

192108.12
262324.58
195048.57
289862.52

285473.65

244374.39

247473.83

231344.45

249507.10

308427.09

3/14/2002

12/9/2003

1/21/2005

3/16/2006

12/4/2007

3/21/2008

175524.28

263138.42

155427.40

1/14/2001

92452.05

217106.93

64-km
Buffer
Downwind
dBZ Totals

-132902.81

40355.42

-36295.88

14850.74

-52266.27

-22335.22

-62975.35

-7077.25

26384.10

32959.37

-62009.34

64-km
Buffer dBZ
Difference
DownwindUpwind
4276.65

387896.21

308362.85

272796.19

306233.03

305231.13

363823.80

188935.36

266611.30

222570.36

217190.39

215145.67

273348.69

72-km
Buffer
Upwind dBZ
Totals

208195.99

348753.87

228898.12

329252.97

230187.26

326494.74

111790.31

259632.76

250064.86

262477.99

133376.84

273670.13

72-km
Buffer
Downwind
dBZ Totals

-179700.22

40391.02

-43898.07

23019.94

-75043.87

-37329.06

-77145.05

-6978.54

27494.50

45287.60

-81768.83

72-km
Buffer dBZ
Difference
DownwindUpwind
321.44

The 64-km and 72-km buffer upwind and downwind summed dBZ totals and differences for each event. The four
events with higher dBZs downwind rather than upwind are in bold.

64-km Buffer
Upwind
dBZ Totals

Table 4.2

Table 4.3

Difference of means/medians test used for each event based on the
Shapiro-Wilk’s w-test. Bolded events are not significant (α > 0.05) and
thus are considered to be normally distributed.

Event

Shapiro-Wilk’s
P-value for
169-km Circle Buffer

Shapiro-Wilk’s
P-value for
64-km Oval Buffer

12/8/1995

<0.000

<0.000

11/23/1996

0.137

0.160

3/13/1997

0.172

0.101

1/14/1999

0.012

0.006

1/12/2000

0.020

0.029

1/14/2001

0.011

0.267

3/14/2002

0.107

0.020

12/9/2003

0.001

<0.000

1/21/2005

0.010

0.001

3/16/2006

0.068

<0.000

12/4/2007

0.108

<0.000

3/21/2008

0.150

0.011

The results of the Shapiro-Wilk’s w-test are shown in Table 4.3, along with the
skewness and kurtosis for each. The resulting test type used for each event and buffer is
summarized in Table 4.4. Table 4.5 shows the resulting p-values for the t-test or
Wilcoxon signed-rank test for each event.
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Table 4.4

Difference of means/medians test used for each event based on the
Shapiro-Wilk’s w-test.
Event

12/8/1995
11/23/1996
3/13/1997
1/14/1999
1/12/2000
1/14/2001
3/14/2002
12/9/2003
1/21/2005
3/16/2006
12/4/2007
3/21/2008

Table 4.5

Difference Test for
169-km Circle Buffer
Wilcoxon
T-test
T-test
Wilcoxon
Wilcoxon
Wilcoxon
T-test
Wilcoxon
Wilcoxon
T-test
T-test
T-test

Difference Test for
64-km Oval Buffer
Wilcoxon
T-test
T-test
Wilcoxon
Wilcoxon
T-test
Wilcoxon
Wilcoxon
Wilcoxon
Wilcoxon
Wilcoxon
Wilcoxon

T-test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test results with p-values denoted for
both the 169-km circular and 64-km oval buffers. Bolding indicates
significance at α = 0.05
Event

P-value for
169-km Circle Buffer

P-value for
64-km Oval Buffer

12/8/1995

0.006

0.781

11/23/1996

< 0.000

< 0.000

3/13/1997

0.000

0.458

1/14/1999

0.013

< 0.000

1/12/2000

0.108

0.481

1/14/2001

< 0.000

0.226

3/14/2002

< 0.000

< 0.000

12/9/2003

< 0.000

0.004

1/21/2005

< 0.000

< 0.000

3/16/2006

< 0.000

0.005

12/4/2007

< 0.000

< 0.000

3/21/2008

< 0.000

< 0.000
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For the 169-km circle buffer, a statistically significant (α = 0.05) difference of
means/medians was found for all events except for the year 2000. Thus, for the three
events with greater dBZ values downwind than upwind (1997, 2005, and 2007), the
difference of means between the upwind and downwind dBZ totals was significant (α =
0.05). For the 2000 event, a statistical difference in upwind and downwind dBZs was not
found, implying that the dBZ values do not decrease significantly.
For the 64-km oval city buffer, a significant (α = 0.05) difference in upwind and
downwind dBZ totals was found for three of the five events with increased dBZs
downwind (1999, 2005, and 2007), while the other two events with increased downwind
dBZ values (1995 and 1997) showed no significant difference in dBZ change downwind.
Two other events (2000 and 2001) showed no significant difference between upwind and
downwind dBZ totals. Thus, the percentage of events that, instead of decreasing in dBZs
downwind of the city, showed either no significant statistical change from upwind to
downwind or an increase in dBZ totals downwind is 58.3 %, over half of the total events.
The mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis values for both upwind and
downwind regions of the 169-km and 64-km radius buffer are listed in Appendix C. A
summary of a few interesting patterns found in these descriptive statistics are found in
Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6

Patterns in descriptive statistics for both circular and oval buffers of each
event

Percentage of
Enhanced Years
with Negative and
Smaller Kurtosis
Upwind
Percentage of Years
with Larger Kurtosis
Downwind
Percentage of Years
with Larger
Variance Downwind

169-km Buffer
Events

Percent of
Events

64-km Buffer
Events

Percent
of
Events

1997, 2005

66.7%

1995,1997,1999,2005

80%

1995,1997,1999,2000,
2003,2005,2006

58.3%

1995,1997,1999,2001,
2002,2005,2006, 2007,
2008

75%

1996,2000,2002,2003

33.3%

1996,2000,2002,2003

33.3%

The kurtosis values for all years were larger downwind for about 60-75% of the
events, while, for years with enhanced events, the kurtosis values found upwind were
negative and smaller than downwind for about 70-80% of these events. This may imply
that the range of snowfall dBZ values became smaller after moving across the urban area,
but when evaluated quantitatively, the overall magnitude of kurtosis found to be
relatively small, the largest value being 2.69 for the downwind summation of the 2007
event. The change between upwind and downwind kurtosis is also relatively small
(Appendix C), and thus, no generalized conclusion can be made regarding the snowfall
distribution moving over the urban area.
The descriptive statistics also revealed that 33% of all events were found to have a
larger variance downwind than upwind, and 100% of these events were years with either
no change in dBZ values or a decrease in dBZs downwind of the urban region, possibly
implying that for enhanced events, the dBZ range may be increasing downwind of the
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urban area. Thus, again, no strong conclusion can be made regarding snowfall
distribution. Appendix C also contains histograms of each upwind and downwind dataset
for both the 169-km and 64-km city buffers.

Urban-Rural Temperature Difference
In order to determine the strength of the urban heat island for each event, daily
maximum and minimum temperature data from seven rural locations around
Minneapolis-St. Paul were averaged and compared to Minneapolis-St. Paul Airport, MN
temperature data for each event. Appendix D lists the daily event maximum and
minimum temperature at each of these sites, and Table 4.7 shows the averaged maximum
and minimum rural temperature for all seven rural sites and the urban-rural temperature
difference for each event.
When comparing the tests of significance on the 64-km buffer to the urban-rural
temperature difference for each event, several interesting results are found. For the 1999,
2005, and 2007 enhanced events, found to be significantly (α = 0.05) enhanced, the urban
temperature is up to 7.8°C greater than the rural maximum and minimum temperature.
For the 2000 and 2001 events, found to have an insignificant decrease in summed dBZs
downwind, the urban temperature is up to 4°C greater than the rural maximum and
minimum temperature. Both the 1995 and 1997 events, shown to have insignificantly
enhanced dBZ summation downwind, were found to have a difference in urban-rural
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Table 4.7

Daily averaged maximum and minimum temperatures for all seven rural
locations, the MSP daily maximum and minimum temperature
(representing the urban location), and the urban-rural temperature
difference. All temperatures are measured in degrees Celsius. Bold events
were significantly enhanced events for the 64-km radius buffer. The
italicized events had no significant difference in dBZs downwind for the
64-km buffer.
Averaged Rural
Temperatures

MSP Airport Daily
Temperatures

Urban-Rural Temperature
Difference
Max Temp Min Temp
Difference Difference
1.11
-3.33

Event

Max

Min

Max

Min

12/8/1995

-3.89

-18.33

-2.78

-21.67

11/23/1996

-5.00

-10.00

-2.22

-7.78

2.78

2.22

3/13/1997

-1.67

-7.22

-1.11

-7.22

0.56

0.00

1/14/1999

-11.67

-18.89

-10.00

-18.33

1.67

0.56

1/12/2000

-10.56

-15.56

-10.56

-12.78

0.00

2.78

1/14/2001

0.56

-3.89

1.67

0.00

1.11

3.89

3/14/2002

1.67

-2.22

0.56

-3.33

-1.11

-1.11

12/9/2003

2.22

-5.00

1.67

-7.22

-0.56

-2.22

1/21/2005

-5.56

-8.89

-5.56

-7.22

0.00

1.67

3/16/2006

-0.56

-10.56

1.67

-3.89

2.22

6.67

12/4/2007

-6.67

-17.78

-6.67

-10.00

0.00

7.78

3/21/2008

4.44

-3.89

0.56

-2.22

-3.89

1.67

temperature from -3.3°C, having a warmer rural than urban temperature, to 1.1°C
temperature.
Except for the warmer minimum rural temperature found for the 1995 event, all
events shown to have either a significant enhancement of dBZs or no significant change
in dBZs downwind occurred on a day when both the urban maximum and minimum
temperature was between 0°C and 7.8°C warmer than the rural maximum and minimum
temperature. Thus, 85.7 % of the events with either significant dBZ enhancement or an
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insignificant change in dBZ downwind occurred on a day with zero to positive urban heat
island. Also, for the three events with only significantly (α = 0.05) enhanced dBZs
downwind, 100% exhibited a non-negative urban-rural temperature difference, having
either no temperature difference between urban and rural areas or a warmer urban
temperature.
Overall, out of the five events shown by both tests to have a significant decrease
(α = 0.05) in dBZs downwind of the urban area for the 64-km buffer, three events exhibit
a negative urban-rural temperature difference for both minimum and maximum
temperatures, having warmer rural temperatures rather than warmer urban temperatures.
Thus, three of the five events have at least one negative urban-rural difference, either a
minimum or maximum temperature. Thus, 60% of the events exhibiting a colder urban
environment and a warmer rural environment experienced a significant decrease in dBZ
downwind. The previously discussed daily urban-rural temperature difference considers
only the extreme temperatures for each day, and without hourly temperature
measurements, the urban-rural temperature gradient is difficult to quantify for the exact
hours of each event and was thus not considered in this study.

Vertical Temperature Results
In order to determine the vertical instability present to enhance snowfall for each
event, the vertical temperature gradient was calculated. Table 4.8 shows the difference in
temperature between the surface and 850 mb, calculated from each sounding (Appendix
A). All of the significantly enhanced events are shown to have a vertical temperature
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Table 4.8

Calculated difference between surface and 850-mb temperature for each
event to determine vertical instability. Significantly enhanced events are
bold and events exhibiting no significant change downwind are italicized.

12/8/1995

Difference Between
Surface and 850-mb
Temperature ( °C )
4.6

3/13/1997

1.8

1/14/1999

3.0

1/12/2000

-3.6

1/14/2001

7.3

3/14/2002

4.2

12/9/2003

5.1

1/21/2005

4.0

3/16/2006
12/4/2007

-0.4
(averaged from 0z and 12z)
4.4

3/21/2008

2.4

Event Date

gradient ranging from 3.0°C to 4.4°C. Event years having an insignificant increase or
decreased in dBZs downwind (1995, 1997, 2000, and 2001) exhibit vertical temperature
gradients from -3.6°C to 7.3°C.
None of the events exhibited the 8°C to 13°C surface to 850-mb temperature
difference necessary to produce lake-enhanced snowfall, but the event exhibiting a
gradient closest to this threshold was the 2001 event, an event having an insignificant
decrease in dBZs downwind.
Averaged event soundings were made based on the event hour proximity to the
standard sounding time (see Table 3.4). The enhanced events used for the averaged
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enhanced soundings are listed in Table 4.9 along with the standard sounding time
category each event falls within.

Table 4.9

Event years used for 0000 UTC and 1200 UTC averaged enhanced event
soundings.
Event Years used for Averaged Enhanced
Event Sounding Categories
0000 UTC

1200 UTC

1997

1995

2005

1999

2007

Figure 4.1

0000 UTC total averaged event sounding.
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Figure 4.2

0000 UTC enhanced averaged event sounding.

Figure 4.1 shows the total averaged vertical profile for all 0000 UTC event
soundings, and Figure 4.2 shows the enhanced averaged 0000 UTC sounding.
Temperature is the darker, black line and dewpoint is the lighter, gray line, both
measured in degrees Celsius.
Both the 0000 UTC total and enhanced soundings have similar surface
temperatures and slowly decrease in temperature with height. One major difference
between the two soundings is the layer of colder air found in the averaged enhanced
sounding from the surface to about 850 mb layer, a layer that could possibly support the
slightly higher parcel lapse rates found during these enhanced events. A drier surface to
about 850mb layer is seen in the total averaged sounding that is not as pronounced in the
enhanced sounding, and this dry layer could be a source of evaporation and thus promote
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a decrease in snowfall, although this evaporative process would in turn cool the air to the
wet bulb temperature and lead to increased snowfall if the event persisted beyond the
sounding time.
Figure 4.3 shows the averaged total 1200 UTC event sounding, and Figure 4.4
shows the averaged enhanced 1200 UTC event sounding. Interestingly, the enhanced
1200 UTC sounding has a colder surface temperature than the total averaged event
sounding, but both the total and enhanced soundings have a similar generally vertical
profile from the surface through 600 mb. Because the enhanced averaged sounding has a
lower surface temperature, the colder spike around 775 - 800 mb is not as pronounced in
the enhanced sounding as in the total averaged sounding.

Figure 4.3

1200 UTC total averaged event sounding
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Figure 4.4

1200 UTC enhanced averaged event sounding

Figure 4.5

Difference sounding between total and enhanced event soundings for 0000
UTC category.
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Figure 4.6

Same as Figure 4.5, up to 500 mb.

Differences between the total and enhanced soundings for both the 0000 UTC and
1200 UTC categories were also graphed. Figure 4.5 shows the difference between 0000
UTC total and enhanced soundings, with a close-up of surface to 500 mb (Figure 4.8) to
more clearly reveal differences near the surface. The cool near-surface layer found in the
enhanced event soundings is pronounced in the difference sounding, revealed to be up to
4°C colder than the total averaged event sounding. This graph also reveals the abundant
moisture present in the colder enhanced event layer, which has dewpoint values 4°C
higher than the total average event sounding.
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Figure 4.7

Difference sounding between total and enhanced event soundings for 1200
UTC category.

Figure 4.7 shows the 1200 UTC difference sounding between the averaged total
and enhanced soundings. The 1200 UTC difference sounding also reveals a 3°C to 3.5°C
cooling trend from the surface to around 850 mb and a layer of 4°C to 7°C warmer from
850 mb to 750 mb, a profile which could indicate slightly increased lapse rates near the
surface to promote a little extra instability found in the enhanced events.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The urban heat island occurs when an urbanized area generates higher
temperatures than surrounding rural areas (Oke 1987, Bornstein 1968). The urban heat
island has also been shown to both enhance and induce precipitation downwind of the
urban center (Huff and Changnon 1973, Bornstein and Lin 2000; Dixon and Mote 2003;
Diem and Mote 2005), and radar has been used in a few of these studies (Mote et al 2007;
Bentley et al 2009), but there have been no radar studies conducted on the UHI
modification of snowfall. The studies on urban snowfall modification for such cities as
Washington, D.C. (Woollum and Canfield 1968), Chicago (Landsberg 1981), and New
York City (Grillo and Spar 1971; Jones and Jiusto 1980) neglect to factor in the
temperature-moderating effects of nearby, large water bodies, and only consider surface
observations. Yet, these studies have led to the common assumption that the urban heat
island “melts” snowfall passing over the city center (Changnon 2003). This study seeks to
determine the effect, if any, of UHI mechanisms on urban snowfall events, using radar
analysis in conjunction with surface observations to grasp a more accurate depiction of
the urban heat island in all seasons.
Twelve snow-only events were selected from 1995-2008 for Minneapolis-St. Paul
MN, each event having a uniform wind direction for the three heaviest snowfall hours
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recorded. Level II data was averaged onto a standardized HRAP grid, and each grid was
then summed through all three event hours. Three city buffers of differing radii--169-km,
72-km, and 64-km --with a bisecting line perpendicular to the uniform wind direction,
were intersected with the summed HRAP grid to find upwind and downwind dBZ totals.
A Shapiro-Wilk’s w-test for normality was run on each event to determine the dataset
distribution and thus determine whether a t-test or a Wilcoxon signed-ranked test could
be applied to each event. The t-tests/Wilcoxon signed-ranked tests were used to
determine if the upwind and downwind summations were significantly different, and
these results were compared to both urban-rural and vertical temperature gradients for
each event.
Out of the twelve events, five were found to have larger dBZ totals downwind
when evaluated with the 64-km city buffer. Three of these events (1999, 2005, and 2007)
were found to be significantly enhanced downwind, and the other two events (1995 and
1997) showed no significant difference in dBZ change downwind. Two other events
(2000 and 2001) showed no significant difference between upwind and downwind dBZ
totals, making the percentage of events that, instead of decreasing in dBZs downwind of
the city, showed either no significant statistical change from upwind to downwind or an
increase in dBZ totals downwind is 58.3 %, over half of the total events.
When these events were compared to the event urban-rural maximum and
minimum temperature gradient, 85.7 % of the events with either significant dBZ
enhancement or an insignificant change in dBZ downwind occurred on a day with zero to
positive urban heat island. Also, for the three events with only significantly (α = 0.05)
enhanced dBZs downwind, 100% exhibited a non-negative urban-rural temperature
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difference, having either no temperature difference between urban and rural areas or a
warmer urban temperature.
Each of the three significantly enhanced events also had from 0°C to 7.8°C urbanrural temperature gradient and a vertical temperature gradient from 1.8°C to 4.4°C.
Although this vertical temperature gradient does not meet the vertical instability
thresholds of lake-enhanced snowfall, this study can serve as a template for future urban
heat island snowfall modification research, by providing an estimation of urban-rural and
vertical temperature gradients associated with snowfall enhancement days. Overall, the
results found in this study provide enough evidence to call into question the assumption
stated in the hypothesis that the urban heat island simply decreases all snowfall events,
and suggest that the winter urban heat island may pay a crucial role in urban snowfall
events.

Limitations
There are several limitations to this research, a few of which efforts have been
made in this research to alleviate, including bright banding and the use of Level II data
instead of Level III data. Radar beam height is one issue not accounted for in this
research. As the beam of energy pulsates away from the radar, the beam moves out and
upwards, so that the lower resolution radar grid cells along the periphery of the grid are
also at a higher altitude than those higher resolution grid cells closer to the radar site
(NWS SRH 2010).
The resolution discrepancy was dealt with somewhat in this research through use
of the HRAP grid, but the averaging technique used to assign the larger grid value is
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problematic when considering the unknown nature of the original Level II gridded radar
dataset distribution. Thus, in future research, efforts should be made to retain the original
grid with less manipulation of the original dataset.
Although the grid resolution discrepancy was dealt with somewhat in this
research, the radar beam height discrepancy was not. Thus in future research, dBZ values
should be standardized by distance from the radar to ensure a similar height for dBZ
quantities. For snowfall events, height becomes even more crucial to evaluate because
most snowstorms are shallow and thus difficult to evaluate beyond a short distance from
the radar due to the curve of the echo (Rinehart 1997), an issue neglected in this study but
important to consider in future research.
Finally, the assumption made by this study that radar decibels can be summed is
problematic because radar decibels are based on a log10 scale, and consequently not linear
(Rinehart 1997; NWS SRH 2010). Thus, for future research, either these summations
should be transformed to a logarithmic scale to reveal the actual reflectivity differences.
Other methods can also be incorporated, such as in the radar analysis of bat population
trends by Horn and Kuntz (2008), in which the dBZ values for each pixel were
transformed into Z-values, the ratio of the emitted signal to the strength of the return
echo, and then able to be summed. Another solution to the dBZ scale issue would be to
sum the number of occurrences of maximum dBZ values instead of the actual dBZ
values, a method used by Bentley et al (2009). Using a proxy for dBZs would also
eliminate the snowfall reflectivity problems experienced by the radar due to the much
smaller dielectric constant of snow particles which leads to an underestimation of
snowfall (Rinehart 1997).
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Future Research
In the future, the number of events studied should be increased and the limitations
detailed above should be addressed in order to add robustness to this research. A synoptic
analysis for each event should also be performed in order to determine whether the
apparent modification is due to mesoscale processes or is instead being forced primarily
by upper-air dynamics. Other urban heat islands should also be considered in future
research, and radar analysis should be performed on previously studied cities influenced
by large bodies of water as a comparison to those cities set farther inland. Finally, the role
of wind direction in urban modification of snowfall should be further investigated, as all
three of the significantly enhanced events found in this study had a generalized northwest
to southeast wind direction for all three event hours. Finally, results from radar analysis
should be compared to and incorporated with surface based observations for use in
forecasting and research to gain a more complete understanding of the winter urban heat
island environment.
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APPENDIX A
UPPER AIR SOUNDINGS FOR EACH EVENT FROM
CHANHASSEN, MN NWS SITE
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Figure A.1

Upper air sounding for 1995 event, taken 12/8/95 at Hour 12. Event period
was Hours 15, 16 and 17.

Figure A.2

Upper air sounding for 1997 event. Taken 3/14/97 at Hour 0. Event period
was Hours 21, 22, and 23 Z on 3/13/97.
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Figure A.3

Upper air sounding for 1999 event, taken 1/14/99 at Hour 12. Event period
was Hours 9:30, 10:30, and 11:30 on 1/14/99.

Figure A.4

Upper air sounding for 2000 event, taken 1/13/00 at Hour 0. Event period
was Hours 22 and 23 on 1/12/00 and Hour 0 on 1/13/00.
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Figure A.5

Upper air sounding for 2001 event, taken 1/14/01 at Hour 12. Event period
was Hours 13, 14, and 15.

Figure A.6

Upper air sounding for 2002 event, taken 3/15/02 at Hour 0. Event period
was Hour 23 on 3/14/02 and Hours 0 and 1 on 3/15/02.
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Figure A.7

Upper air sounding for 2003 event, taken 12/9/03 at Hour 12. Event period
was Hours 11, 12, and 13.

Figure A.8

Upper air sounding for 2005 event, taken 1/22/05 at Hour 0. Event period
was Hours 22 and 23 on 1/21/05 and Hour 0 on 1/22/05.
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Figure A.9

Upper air sounding for 2006 event, taken 3/16/06 at Hour 0. Event period
was Hours 6,7, and 8.

Figure A.10

Upper air sounding for 2006 event, taken 3/16/06 at Hour 12. Event period
was Hours 6,7, and 8.
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Figure A.11

Upper air sounding for 2007 event, taken 12/5/07 at Hour 0. Event period
was Hours 19, 20, and 21.

Figure A.12

Upper air sounding for 2008 event, taken 3/21/08 at Hour 12. Event period
was Hours 6, 7, and 8.
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APPENDIX B
IMAGES OF TOTAL GRIDDED DBZ SUMATIONS OF EACH EVENT WITH 169KM, 72-KM AND 64-KM CITY BUFFERS AND UPWIND AND DOWNWIND
REGIONS DENOTED
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Figure B.1

Summed 209-km radius radar buffer and smaller 169-km, 72-km, and 64km radius city buffers bisected with line perpendicular to 3-hour wind
speed, used to denote upwind and downwind urban areas, for 1995 event.
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Figure B.2

Summed 209-km radius radar buffer and smaller 169-km, 72-km, and 64km radius city buffers bisected with line perpendicular to 3-hour wind
speed, used to denote upwind and downwind urban areas, for 1996 event.
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Figure B.3

Summed 209-km radius radar buffer and smaller 169-km, 72-km, and 64km radius city buffers bisected with line perpendicular to 3-hour wind
speed, used to denote upwind and downwind urban areas, for 1997 event.
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Figure B.4

Summed 209-km radius radar buffer and smaller 169-km, 72-km, and 64km radius city buffers bisected with line perpendicular to 3-hour wind
speed, used to denote upwind and downwind urban areas, for 1999 event.
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Figure B.5

Summed 209-km radius radar buffer and smaller 169-km, 72-km, and 64km radius city buffers bisected with line perpendicular to 3-hour wind
speed, used to denote upwind and downwind urban areas, for 2000 event.
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Figure B.6

Summed 209-km radius radar buffer and smaller 169-km, 72-km, and 64km radius city buffers bisected with line perpendicular to 3-hour wind
speed, used to denote upwind and downwind urban areas, for 2001 event.
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Figure B.7

Summed 209-km radius radar buffer and smaller 169-km, 72-km, and 64km radius city buffers bisected with line perpendicular to 3-hour wind
speed, used to denote upwind and downwind urban areas, for 2002 event.
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Figure B.8

Summed 209-km radius radar buffer and smaller 169-km, 72-km, and 64km radius city buffers bisected with line perpendicular to 3-hour wind
speed, used to denote upwind and downwind urban areas, for 2003 event.
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Figure B.9

Summed 209-km radius radar buffer and smaller 169-km, 72-km, and 64km radius city buffers bisected with line perpendicular to 3-hour wind
speed, used to denote upwind and downwind urban areas, for 2005 event.
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Figure B.10

Summed 209-km radius radar buffer and smaller 169-km, 72-km, and 64km radius city buffers bisected with line perpendicular to 3-hour wind
speed, used to denote upwind and downwind urban areas, for 2006 event.
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Figure B.11

Summed 209-km radius radar buffer and smaller 169-km, 72-km, and 64km radius city buffers bisected with line perpendicular to 3-hour wind
speed, used to denote upwind and downwind urban areas, for 2007 event.
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Figure B.12

Summed 209-km radius radar buffer and smaller 169-km, 72-km, and 64km radius city buffers bisected with line perpendicular to 3-hour wind
speed, used to denote upwind and downwind urban areas, for 2008 event.
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APPENDIX C
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS AND FREQUENCY HISTOGRAM FOR UPWIND AND
DOWNWIND REGIONS OF 169-KM CIRCULAR AND 64-KM OVAL URBAN
BUFFERS
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Table C.1

Table C.2

Table C.3

Summary statistics for 169-km urban buffer and 1995 event
Upwind

Downwind

Mean

27864

24392

Variance

10524352.4

6887802.39

Skewness

-0.376

-0.453

Kurtosis

-1.205

-1.006

-3636550.013

Summary statistics for 169-km urban buffer and 1996 event
Upwind

Downwind

Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind

Mean
Variance
Skewness

22556.5
5124366
-1.025

2469.7
11489832
-0.627

6365465.98

Kurtosis

-0.129

-0.567

Summary statistics for 169-km urban buffer and 1997 event

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

Table C.4

Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind

Upwind

Downwind

23075.9
2977879.5
0.366
-1.119

27431
531194.4
-0.653
-0.878

Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind
-2446685.1

Summary statistics for 169-km urban buffer and 1999 event

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

Upwind

Downwind

20687.96
12474298.7
-0.57
-0.805

18501.9
2465719.89
-0.676
0.000
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Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind
-10008578.81

Table C.5

Table C.6

Summary statistics for 169-km urban buffer and 2000 event
Upwind

Downwind

Mean

21270.8

20676.95

Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

3161803.9
0.967
-0.408

114187929
0.615
-0.192

Upwind

Downwind

14677.7
8895037
0.07
-0.787

10486.4
7122825.7
0.471
-1.652

Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind
-1772211.3

Summary statistics for 169-km urban buffer and 2002 event

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

Table C.8

111026125.1

Summary statistics for 169-km urban buffer and 2001 event

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

Table C.7

Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind

Upwind

Downwind

41515.9
546168.6
-1.518
1.498

31778.9
4530670.8
-0.126
-1.299

Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind
3984502.2

Summary statistics for 169-km urban buffer and 2003 event

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

Upwind

Downwind

30143.8
2256969
-0.268
-1.323

20392.96
20351872.5
-0.818
-0.703
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Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind
18094903.5

Table C.9

Summary statistics for 169-km urban buffer and 2005 event

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

Table C.10

34625.2
6159439.2
-1.169
0.184

-8593540.51

Upwind

Downwind

23521.99
27886834
0.054
-1.57

16611.6
2202775.6
0.628
-1.036

Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind
-25684058.4

Upwind

Downwind

25096.99
1739590.69
-1.484590
0.81998

31479.90
1556161.01
0.698871
0.476361

Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind
-183429.68

Summary statistics for 169-km urban buffer and 2008 event

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

Table C.13

31842.9
14752979.71
-0.08
-1.547

Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind

Summary statistics for 169-km urban buffer and 2007 event

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

Table C.12

Downwind

Summary statistics for 169-km urban buffer and 2006 event

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

Table C.11

Upwind

Upwind

Downwind

39867.98
9151345.51
-1.036286
-0.020451

15796.82
3159279.15
0.508795
-1.103618

Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind
-5992066.36

Summary statistics for 64-km urban buffer and 1995 event

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

Upwind

Downwind

7426.07
875846.61
0.21
-1.68

7568.62
437292.80
-0.06
-1.54
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Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind
-438553.81

Table C.14

Summary statistics for 64-km urban buffer and 1996 event

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

Table C.15

3596.41
1868913.75
-0.12
-1.41

1754003.23

Upwind

Downwind

5798.00
465968.64
-0.60
-1.19

6861.21
123570.15
-0.20
-0.68

Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind
-342398.49

Upwind

Downwind

5806.26
2462606.47
-0.25
-1.37

6666.94
1638351.98
0.14
-1.35

Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind
-824254.49

Summary statistics for 64-km urban buffer and 2000 event

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

Table C.18

5596.71
114910.51
0.61
-0.92

Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind

Summary statistics for 64-km urban buffer and 1999 event

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

Table C.17

Downwind

Summary statistics for 64-km urban buffer and 1997 event

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

Table C.16

Upwind

Upwind

Downwind

7231.75
57348.40
0.67
-0.35

7003.45
1127669.71
-0.58
-0.34

Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind
1070321.32

Summary statistics for 64-km urban buffer and 2001 event

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

Upwind

Downwind

5243.14
459647.43
-1.11
-0.03

3039.04
263286.58
1.03
0.30
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Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind
-196360.85

Table C.19

Summary statistics for 64-km urban buffer and 2002 event

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

Table C.20

8781.70
603625.90
0.53
-1.03

416088.01

Upwind

Downwind

7678.32
55467.32
-1.51
2.20

6299.60
3421935.66
-0.37
-1.57

Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind
3366468.34

Upwind

Downwind

7983.03
709997.58
0.08
-1.75

8462.08
560059.53
-0.87
-0.93

Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind
-149938.05

Summary statistics for 64-km urban buffer and 2006 event

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

Table C.23

9570.90
187537.89
-0.01
-1.44

Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind

Summary statistics for 64-km urban buffer and 2005 event

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

Table C.22

Downwind

Summary statistics for 64-km urban buffer and 2003 event

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

Table C.21

Upwind

Upwind

Downwind

7349.64
2795619.38
-0.64
-0.90

6350.07
551824.74
0.70
-0.83

Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind
-2243794.65

Summary statistics for 64-km urban buffer and 2007 event
Upwind

Downwind

Mean

7797.10

9058.20

Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

962307.10
-1.13
0.10

242953.68
-1.73
2.69
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Variance Difference
Downwind-Upwind
-719353.42

Table C.24

Summary statistics for 64-km urban buffer and 2008 event
Upwind

Downwind

Mean

9949.26

5662.07

Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

696054.95
-0.40
-1.119198

59856.05
-0.09
-1.106399
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Variance Difference
Downwind - Upwind
-636198.90

Figure C.25

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and 1995
event.

Figure C.26

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and
1995 event.
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Figure C.27

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and 1996
event.

Figure C.28

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and
1996 event.
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Figure C.29

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and 1997
event.

Figure C.30

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and
1997 event.
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Figure C.31

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and 1999
event.

Figure C.32

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and
1999 event.
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Figure C.33

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and 2000
event.

Figure C.34

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and
2000 event.
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Figure C.35

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and 2001
event.

Figure C.36

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and
2001 event.
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Figure C.37

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and 2002
event.

Figure C.38

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and
2002 event.
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Figure C.39

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and 2003
event.

Figure C.40

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and
2003 event.
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Figure C.41

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and 2005
event.

Figure C.42

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and
2005 event.
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Figure C.43

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and 2006
event.

Figure C.44

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and
2006 event.
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Figure C.45

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and 2007
event.

Figure C.46

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and
2007 event.
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Figure C.47

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and 2008
event.

Figure C.48

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 169-km. buffer and
2008 event.
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Figure C.49

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and 1995
event.

Figure C.50

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and
1995 event.
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Figure C.51

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and 1996
event.

Figure C.52

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and
1996 event.
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Figure C.53

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and 1997
event.

Figure C.54

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and
1997 event.
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Figure C.55

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and 1999
event.

Figure C.56

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and
1999 event.
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Figure C.57

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and 2000
event.

Figure C.58

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and
2000 event.
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Figure C.59

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and 2001
event.

Figure C.60

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and
2001 event.
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Figure C.61

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and 2002
event.

Figure C.62

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and
2002 event.
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Figure C.63

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and 2003
event.

Figure C.64

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and
2003 event.
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Figure C.65

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and 2005
event.

Figure C.66

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and
2005 event.
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Figure C.67

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and 2006
event.

Figure C.68

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and
2006 event.
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Figure C.69

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and 2007
event.

Figure C.70

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and
2007 event.
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Figure C.71

Upwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and 2008
event.

Figure C.72

Downwind dBZ sum frequency per time sweep for 64-km. buffer and
2008 event.
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APPENDIX D
RURAL TEMPERATURE DATA USED TO CALCULATE URBAN-RURAL
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE FOR EACH EVENT
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Figure D.1

Daily maximum and minimum temperature for each event from Buffalo,
MN.

Event
12/8/1995
11/23/1996
3/13/1997
1/14/1999
1/12/2000
1/14/2001
3/14/2002
12/9/2003
1/21/2005
3/16/2006
12/4/2007
3/21/2008

Figure D.2

Buffalo, MN: 30mi NW
Maximum (°F)
Minimum (°F)
25
3
20
7
29
22
8
-13
13
6
32
28
missing
missing
33
19
23
8
36
23
19
-3
38
22

Daily maximum and minimum temperature for each event from
Cambridge, MN.

Event
12/8/1995
11/23/1996
3/13/1997
1/14/1999
1/12/2000
1/14/2001
3/14/2002
12/9/2003
1/21/2005
3/16/2006
12/4/2007
3/21/2008

Cambridge, MN: 35mi N
Maximum (°F)
Minimum (°F)
23
-10
19
14
25
16
12
-8
10
1
32
21
missing
missing
missing
missing
missing
missing
29
4
15
-4
45
17
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Figure D.3

Daily maximum and minimum temperature for each event from Ellsworth,
WI.

Event
12/8/1995
11/23/1996
3/13/1997
1/14/1999
1/12/2000
1/14/2001
3/14/2002
12/9/2003
1/21/2005
3/16/2006
12/4/2007
3/21/2008

Figure D.4

Ellsworth WI: 44mi ESE
Maximum (°F)
Minimum (°F)
22
3
26
23
28
21
15
4
14
6
33
25
35
27
36
25
20
17
31
24
19
10
41
27

Daily maximum and minimum temperature for each event from Sand
Creek, MN.

Event
12/8/1995
11/23/1996
3/13/1997
1/14/1999
1/12/2000
1/14/2001
3/14/2002
12/9/2003
1/21/2005
3/16/2006
12/4/2007
3/21/2008

Sand Creek: 30mi SSW
Maximum (°F)
Minimum (°F)
27
-6
27
16
34
18
12
2
18
-6
34
23
37
24
33
18
missing
missing
32
-1
26
-4
40
27
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Figure D.5

Daily maximum and minimum temperature for each event from
Hutchinson, MN.

Event
12/8/1995
11/23/1996
3/13/1997
1/14/1999
1/12/2000
1/14/2001
3/14/2002
12/9/2003
1/21/2005
3/16/2006
12/4/2007
3/21/2008

Figure D.6

Hutchinson: 54mi W
Maximum (°F)
Minimum (°F)
26
4
20
7
28
23
9
9
14
5
33
26
29
29
36
23
22
18
26
14
18
-4
39
28

Daily maximum and minimum temperature for each event from Santiago,
MN.

Event
12/8/1995
11/23/1996
3/13/1997
1/14/1999
1/12/2000
1/14/2001
3/14/2002
12/9/2003
1/21/2005
3/16/2006
12/4/2007
3/21/2008

Santiago: 43mi N
Maximum (°F)
Minimum (°F)
25
-5
19
15
28
17
12
5
9
1
33
29
40
28
36
21
22
16
34
23
19
7
36
27
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Figure D.7

Daily maximum and minimum temperature for each event from Cannon
Falls, MN.

Event
12/8/1995
11/23/1996
3/13/1997
1/14/1999
1/12/2000
1/14/2001
3/14/2002
12/9/2003
1/21/2005
3/16/2006
12/4/2007
3/21/2008

Cannon Falls: 42mi SE
Maximum (°F)
Minimum (°F)
27
4
29
19
30
15
10
-10
15
12
33
24
36
30
41
31
23
19
28
3
22
0
44
28
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